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Fiber core protection case, PC-2-2 

Product information 

The fiber optic drop cable protection box is a plastic box to hold up to 1-2 drop cable with 
a thermal protection tube after hot melting, so that the splice spot can get a better 
mechanical  protection. It’s was designed to use in FTTx, and FTTH line constructions. 

 

Technical specification: 

Product code Fiber’s capacity Inputs and cable diameters Dimensions, mm Application 

PC-2-2 1-2 2*Φ2-3mm,       2*3.0*2.0mm 85*48*11 Indoor 

Product analogs: PC-1-1, PC-1-2 

Application area: 

Fiber tube protection FTTH cable boxes is applicable to the network access of drop cable and terminal end output, can be used as 
indoor cable protector. It’s a case to put in 1-2 FTTH flat or round dorp cable with a heat shrink splice tube after hot melting, so that 
the spliced connection will get a better mechanical protection. 

This fiber optic drop cable splice protection case is made of 1st grade indoor thermoplastic. And the installation is very easy and 
convenient, doesn’t need other additional tools. Jera offers all relevant products for overhead and indoor FTTH fiber optic cable line 
constructions, such as fiber optic drop cable, drop cable clamp, optical distribution box, fiber optic splice closure and etc. 

The package of fiber optic protection case is carton box. The pallet packing method is available as well, check more details with our 
sales. 

Jera line is operating according to ISO 9001:2015, this allow us to sell to over 40 countries and regions such as CIS, Europe, South 
America, Middle East, Africa, and Asia. 

We supply fiber optical cable accessories for FTTH constructions and provide the whole kit of accessories to our customers, such as 
fiber drop optic cable, cable clamps, cable bracket, fiber optic termination boxes, PLC splitters, patch cord and so on. 

Welcome to contact us about Fiber protection box price. 
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